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Neurons are ordinari!~ conceived ro be the computafional units o f the  brain. thus 
the majorih, ofprocessing theories since the senlinal con~ribution of.bfc. Culloch 
and P i f f s  (1913) have taken the axonal discharge of the neuron, the nerve impulse, 
a s  the c u r r e n q  of computarion. However thisfi.atneworkfor computational theoty 
has led to considerable nlisunderstanding between neuroscientists and those 
interested in compurnrional processing. Current conlputntional processing 
emphasizes a minituum of  constraints in the processing wehvare or harhvare, bur 
in the current neuroscience frame\vork wenvare is highly constrained. 
Misztndersmnding is alleviated when the computntional fianlework is brodened to 
include rhe microprocessing that takes place within dendrific networks, and 
recognizing inlportcince of dendritic microprocessing allows a coherent theory to 
befrnnled rrgard~ng  he nellralfunctions responsiblelor perception. 

1. Neurons 

Neurons are ordinarily conceived to be the computational units of the brain. Thus 
the majorih of  processing thcories since the seminal contribution of McCulloch 
and Pitts (1913) ha1.e taken the avonsl d~scharge of the neuron, the nerve impulse, 
as the currency of computation. 

However. this framc~\.ork for cornputarional theory has led to considerable 
misunderstandins benveen neuroscientists and those interested in computational 
processing. Succesful computational nenvorks depend on highl!-ofien randomly- 
interconnected elements. The more complex the computation, the more connections 
are needed: the la\\. of requisite vanen.  (Ashby, 1960). h'euroscientists know that 
neurons are connected nonrandoml!.. often sparsely: and always in a specfically 
configured f a shon  for a neuroscience \.iew of connectionist computari~nal theon .  
I n  short: current computational processing emphasizes a  mini.--:^. ,:f constraints 
in the processing \i.etware or hardware; in the current neuroscience f r a r n e ~ o r k  
wetware is hgh ly  constrained. 



Msunderstanding is allei.iated n.hen the computational frarneivork is broadened to 
include the microprocessing that takes place uithin denuitic nenr.orks. Not only 
are asonal dendritic qnapses  that connect neurons subject to local infiuences in 
rhese netu.orks, bur innumerable dendro-dendritic qnapses  provide the 
unconstrained high connecti~~irl, needed in computational procedures. (Bishop 
1956, Pribram 1960. 1971; Schrmtt, Dev&Srnith 1976) In fact, a large number of 
neurons- in some systems. such as cones .  as high as 50% do not have any axons at 
all. Their processing capabil ic (primarily inhbitory) is purely dendro-dendntic. 

Junctions (asodendritic and dendo-dendritic) betiveen neurons in the form of 
chemical nnapses.  electrical ephapses. and tight junctions occur iv i thn 
oi.erlapping dtndritic arborizations. These junctions provide the possibility for 
processin? as oppos-d to the mere transmission of signals- The term 
neurotransm~trers applied to chemicals acting at junctions is, therefore, somewhat 
misltading Term suzh as  neuroreplator and neuromodulator con1;ey more of 
meaning of u hst acti13lI! transpires ar s) napses. 

Nen;e impulst conduction I ~ a d i  e i e n ~ s h e r e  in the central nenous  system to such 
junctional dc r~dr i t~c  rniiropro~;..:~ng \\,'l~.:n nen.e impulses arrive at sqnapses, 
precnapt ic  polarizat~oni rc511l! Tb,-se are ncver solitary but constitute arrival 
pattzms. Thc psrrrrrlc ars con<:!.:ii?rd of sinusoidall! fluctuating h>yer- and 
depolarizaiion vh ich  are inslificl,int:\ large to immediatel~. incite nerve impulse 
discharge. The dela! afl-ords opponunl? for computational complesih.  

The drndriric rnicroproczs> thus pro\.ides the relati\,ely unconstrained 
c o r n p u ~ ~ ~ i o n a l  poner o l  thk brain. especially \\.hen arranged in layers as in the 
coney T l ~ s  computstiorlal poue can be dtscribed by linear dynamic processes, in 
lernii of qiinntum field neurod nvmlcs 

Neurons arc thrc-:holding ds\ ices that spatiall!. and tcmporall! scgment the resl l ts  
of the dendr i~ic  microproccss into discrete packets for communication and control 
of other lc\.sl: of processing. These packets are more resistant to degradation and 
intcrfcrcnc;. rnsn the gradcd microproccss. They constitute the channels of 
comrnunicatl~n not the processing element. 

Communication via neurons often consists of dividing a massage into chunks, 
labelling the chunks so that they are identfiable; transmitting the chunked 
message. resembling i t  at its destination. Neurons are labelled by their location in 
thc n:.~\vork. This form of labelling is highly efficient because of the essentially 
p.?rn!lcl nnll!rc or nc.!lronal connecti\.ities. 

Kcuron?i channels constrain the basic linear microprocess, Thcse structural 
constraints can be ropologicall~ parallel. con\.ergent and divergent. An instance of 
a combinailon of these forms of constraint is the connectiifig ben+.een rctina and 
cerebral cones. ~\ .h ich  is cspresscd as a logarithmic function of distance from the 



foveal center. Other constraints shape the time course of computations and lead to 
learning. Un\.eilling the manner in ivhch consuaints are imposed in the natural 
brain is the work of the neurophysiologist. 

2. Dendr i t i c  Microprocessing 

Recognizing the importance of dendritic microprocessing allows a coherent theory 
to be framed rega;&ng the neural functions responsible for perception. As Bribrarn 
(197 1) initially stated in Languages oJthe Brain: 

An>' model n.e make of perceptual processes must thus take into account 
both the imponence of Imagi~ig, a process that contributes a pornon of 
man's subjective expsrience, and the fact that there are influences on 
behavior of w h c h  we are not aware. Instrumental beha\ior and a\\areness 
are often opposed- the more eff~cient a performance, the less aware we 
become. Sheningon noted this antagonism in a succinct statement : 
"Between refles action and mind there seems to be actual opposition. Reflex 
action and mind seem almost mutuall\.. exclusive-- the more reflex the reflex, 
the less does mind accompany it." 

Langunges then proceeds to detail the fact that nenre impulses in axons and 
junctional microprocessing in dentries function reciprocally. A hgothesis \\.as 
formulated to the effect that when habbit and habituation characterize bcha~ior  that 
has become automatic, there is efficient processing of dentritic "arrival patterns into 
departure patterns."On the other hand, persisting designs of junctional patterns arc 
assumed to be coordinated with atvareness. The hjpothesis is consonant \vith the 
view that Lve are cognizent of some, but not all of the events going in the brain. 

Se rve  impulses arriving at junctions generate dentritic microprocesses. The design 
of the microprocesses interacts vith that u.hich is already present by virtue of the 
spontaneous acti\.it). of the nen-ous system and its previous experience. The 
interaction is modulated by inhibit09 processes and the Lvhole procedure accounts 
for the compuiational polver of the brain. The dentritic microprocesses act as a 
"cross-conel3tion device to produce nen. figures from \\.hich the patterns of axonic 
n e n c  impulses are initiated. The rapid1 paced chanyes in auareness could well 
rcflect the [psce of) duration of thc. correlsrion proccss."(Pribrnm. 197 1 )  

His~oricsll! the i.sues \\ere frarnid b! La+;:!. Kohler and Hebb. Donald Hebb 
(1949) summed LIP fh: problcrn b! p o i n i i ~ c  out that one must dcade \\.hether 
pcr;cption i, to di)p.:nd o : ~  ! t i c  cxrjr3tion of .yc.c!/ic rcl!.~. or on a pntlern of 
e.rc!in;!on ~ i h ~ 5 c  locus ii l : r l q : p - r : j n t  Hchb choose the formcr a l~r .m; i t~ \e :  " A 
p ~ n  1 ; ~ 1 7 r  p<r:;p~io? dip:r;.jj on ! b : .  1;-r!?:rcn of pnrr~c.ular ct ' l l \ .  nr i n m c  pc!lnr in 
:tic ycn i rn l  n;r\oi!- 5j.',-;n " 



.ris neurophysiological ej.idence accumulated (especially through the microelectrode 
experiments of Jung (1961): Mountcastle(l9j7); Maturana, Letbin ,  McCulloch, 
and Pitts (1960); a n d ' ~ u b e 1  and \Viesel (1962) this choice, for a time, appeared 
\indicated: ~Mcroelectrode studies identified neurol units responsive to one or 
another feature of a stimulating e\.ent such as d i r e c t i o n a l i ~  of movement, tilt of 
line, and so forth. Today, text books in p q c h o l o g ,  in neurophysiologli; and elven 
in perception, reflecr this view that one percept corresponds to the escitation of one 
particular group of cells at at some point in the nefious q.stem. 

Profounl~ troubled by the problem. Lashle!. (1942)  took the opposite stance: 

Here is the dilemma. Nen.e impulses are transmitted overdefinite, restricted 
paths in the sensory and motor nen,es and in the central nemous system 
from cell to cell through th5 definite inter-cellular connecridns. Yet all 
behavior seems to be determined by masses of escitation, by the form or 
relations or proportions of escitation \\itiun general fields of activity, 
\bithour regard to particular n e n e  cells. It is the pattern and not the element 
that counts. What s o n  of nenous  organization might be capable of 
responding to a pattern of excitation nithout limited. specialized paths of 
conduction ? The problem is almost unicersal in the activities of the nenous  
q.stem and some hlpothesis is needed to direct further research. 

Wolfgang Kclhler also based his Gestalt arguments on such "masses of escitation ... 
nithin generalized fields of acti1.i~. " and n.ent on to pro1.e their ubiquitous 
existence in the decade after the publication of Hebb' s and Leshley's statements. A 
series of esperiments established the esistence of generalized fields but show that, 
although they \\.ere relaled to the speed nith \vhch learning took place, they were 
unrelated to the perception as tested by discrimination tasks. 

Lashle!. \{.as ne\.er satisfied with eirher Hebb's or Kohler's position. His alternative 
\vas an interface pattern model \$.hich he felt tvould account for perceptual 
phenomena more adequately than either a DC field or a cell assembly approach. He 
did not. ho\se\.er, ha\.e a clear id:a of hon  the process might u.ork. He neyer 

I spec~fied the fact that the interference patterns pro\.ide a computational scheme for 
I perception. Thus  he ne\,er de\.eloped an a r p m e n t  for [he c\;istence of a dentritic 

microprocess responsible for the computational pou.er of rhc neuronal mechanism. 

.4ccording to the t.ie1i.s presented here and in  k c s p ~ n g  \\ith LasNe!.'s inhutions, 
t h s  computational po\\.er is not a function of ths " p s n ~ c u l x  cells" and rhe 
conducting aspects of the nenous  nsrem (thc a ~ o n 3 1  n c n c  impulses). nor is it 
necessaril~. carried out \tithin rhe pro\,ince of single neurogs. At the same the 
theory based on these ~ , ie \ \ . s  docs nor support the n o ~ i o n  [ha[ thc locus of processing 
is indeterminate. Rather the locus of pro:tsslng is f i rm1  roo~cd \c.i~hin repions of 
o'enrriiic nenr.ork.s at the juncrions bci\$i.cn ncuronj. 



As summarized by S z e n t a g o b  (1985) : 
.. 

The simple laws of hstodynamically polarized neurons ... indicating the drection of j 

flow of excitation ... came to an end kvhen unfamiliar qpes  of synapses between I 

dendntes, cell M e s  and dendntes, serial synapses etc u.ere found in infinite I 
variety ... A whole new world of micrccircuiq became known ... culminating in a / 

new generalized concept of local neuron c i r c u i u ~ c ,  1976; S c h n  , 1976) 1 

The ubiquity of such asonless local circuit neurons indicates that computation is 
strongly influenced by dentritic-dentritic interactions that m o m  the postaxonal 
dentritic processes. Perceptual processing depends therefore on nehvork properties 
that extend beyond the p w i e w  of the dendntes of a single neuron. It is rhe qnapt ic  
event rather than the neuron-perse, that serves as the computational element. 

The sub - and superneuronal aspect of the dentritic microprocess, its potential to 
extend beyond the single neuron, provides explanatory power for both older and 
recently accumulating ebidence that brain processes coordnate with perception are 
disfribured. In a dsuibuted process, perceptual events are represented not by single 
neurons but by patferns ojpolarizafion across ensembles of neurons. 

On the basis of his extensive studies E.R. John came to a similar conclusion: 

The spatiotemporal patterning of these cooperati~~e processes ... [involve] 
ionic s M s  ... with extrusion of potassium ions and ionic binding on 
extracellular mucopolysaccharide filaments. Lf bye focus our attention not on 
the membranes of single neurons, but upon charge density distributions in 
the tissue matrix of neurons, glial cells, and mucopolysaccharide processes, 
we can evisage a complex, three dimensional volume of isopotential 
contous,  topologically comprised of portions of cellular membranes and 
extracellular bindng sites and constantly changing over time. Let us call 
this volume of isopotential contours or convoluted surfaces a hyperneuron. 

Basic to t h ~ s  new view of neurology of perception is the fact that propagated nerve 
impulses are but of one of the important electrical characteristics of neural tissue. 
The other characteristic is the microprocess that takes place at the junctions 
behveen neurons. Hyper and depolarizations of postsynaptic dentritic membranes 
occur at the junctions between neurons where they may even produce miniature 
electrical splkes. However, these minispikes and graded polarizations also M e r  
from axonal nerve impulses in that they do not propagate. The influence of these 
,minispikes and graded polarizations on further neuronal a c u ~ i t y  is by \Fay of 
cooperativity among spatially seperated events. Cooperativit) is medated by the 
cable properties of dentrites and the surroundng glia. This q p e  of interamon is 
called nonlocal because the effect is exerted at a &stance uitrhoui any obvious 
intervening propagation. By analogy the effect is also called jumping or saltarory as 
in salratory conduction by myelinated nerve fibers. It is this saltatoq nature of the 



interactions ascaptured by percepml es-perience that fascinated Frank Geldard, 
experiences so clearly described in h s  inaugural MacEachran Lecrure ( 1975 ). 

3. Receptive Fields 

The neurophysiologi~ can readly &dy the output --spike trains-- of neurons when 
they act as channels; but he has only limited access to the functions of the 
interacti\.e dendntic junctional archtecture because of the small scale at w h c h  the 
process pr0ceed.A major breakthrough tonard understanding was acheved, 
ho>~ever,  ~ v h e n  Kuffler (1953) noted that he could map the functional dendritic 
field of a reunal ganglion cell by recording impulses from the ganglion cell's axon 
located in the optic nerve. This \vas accomplished by moking a spot oflight in front 
of a p a r a z e d  eye and recordmg the locations of the spot that produce a response in 
the ason. The locations mapped the estent of the responding dendntic field of that 
axon's parent neuron. The drection of response, inhibitc: or excitatory, at each 
location indcated whether the dendrites at that location .re hyperpolarizing or 
depolarizing. 

The resulting maps of dendritic hyper and depolarization are called receptive 
Je1ds.The receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells are confi,wed concenuically: a 
circular inhibitory or excitatory center surrounded by a penumbra of opposite sign. 
This center surround organization has been s h o w  to be due to the operation of 
asonless horizontally arranged dendntically endowed neurons that produce lateral 
i h b i t i o n  in the neighborhood of excitation and viceversa. The center surround 
organization thus reflects the formation 'o f  a spatial &pole of hyper and 
depolarization, an opponent process fundamental to the organization of the 
configural properties of vision. 
Utilizing Kuffler's t e c h q u e s  of mapping, 1-Iubel and Wiesel (1959) chscovered that 
at the cerebral cortex the circulg organization of the dendritic hyper and 
depolarization g v e s  way to elongated receptive fields nith definite and various 
orientations.?hey noted that orienrxl lines of light rather than spots produced the 
best response recorded from the asons of these cortical neurons. They therefore 
concluded that these cortical neurons Lvere line dedec/ors. In keeping with the 
tenets of Euclidean geometry where lines are made up of points, planes by line and 
solids by planes.Hube1 and Wiesel suggested that line dedectors were composed by 
convergence of inputs from neurons at earlier stages of visual processing ( r e d  
and thdarnic--whch acted as spot dedectors due to the circular center-surround 
organization of the receptive fields.) 

The Euclidean interpretation of neural processing in perception became what 
Barlow (1972) has called the neurophysiological do,gma. The interpretation led to a 
search for convergences of paths from lealure dedectors such as those responding 
to lines, culninating in pontflcnl or grandjarher cells that embodied the response 
to object forms such as faces and hands. The search was in some instances 
renxrded in b a t  single neurons might respond besr to a particular object form such 
as a hand or face. (Gross, 1973) Howe\,er, response is never resuicted to such object 



Furthermore such features become activated either by sensory inpui or by central 
process to conjgure a percept. This a idence,  makes the resonaitng string 
metaphormore reasonable than the feature detector approach. 

There are four critical reasons for preferring tuned frequencies to detected features: 

(a) Neurons in the visual cortex respond to several features of sensory input and 
there is no ekidence that the W e r e n t  feanrres are represented by seperate 
neurons, as would be required if it acted as a detector; 

(b) the receptive field properties of such neurons can be accounted for 
considering them as spatial and temporal Werentiations of r u e d  frequency; 

(c) tuned frequencies provide a potentially richer panoply of confi,wation (e.g. 
tex-ture,paral~x ), and 

(d) perceptual research has clearly shown that lines ( and therefore line detectors 
) composing contours are inadequate elements mith w h c h  to account for the 
configural properties of vision. 

Rock (1983) summarized the a idence  and argument as follous: 

The emphasis on contour detection is entirely misplaced because, as far as 
form is concerned, a contour simply marks or delineates a location. What 
matters for form perception is the set of all such locations; and if these can 
be delineated uithout contours, contours are not necessary. That is \vhy in 
adbtion to depth , we percieve regions of 'particular shapes in two random 
dot patterns viewed binocularly despite the absence of any physical contours. 
Illusory contours also support thls conclusion (pg.43). 

Rock provided the results of innumerable exqxriments to document h s  insight that 
the configural properties of vision are due to a process of directional integration 
(p.4'7). The most critical is the demonstration that the percieved direction o f a  point 
which respect to ourselves ... is a joini function oJretina1 locus ond eye posiiion @g 
46). 

In summary,, senso7 cortical receptive fields are considered analogous to 
resonating strings in a piano. The functional relationshlp among strings (among 
the receptive fields of the sensory cones) and \+ith the keyboard (with the sensory 
receptors) is spatially organized and pro\ldes a macrolevel of perceptual 
processing. The functional relationshp among resonant frequencies, characteristics 
of overlapping functions of the receptive fields of the cortical neurons, provides a 
microlevel of perceptual processing. It is thls cooperative microprocess that allows 
one to assume that indeed a speclfic brain process is coordmite nith the richness of 
experience that is perception. 



VISUAL 9 S T E M  PIANO 

FIG. 1 .  Diagram o f  essential connecriviry of t he  initial s;ages of 
visual s e n s o v  processing and its similariry to the  connecriviry o f  a 
rne:apnorical piano to illusirate the principles o i  harmonic  analysis.  



forms. Such best responses can also occur in parallel networks in which 
convergence is but one mode of organization. 

About a decade after the discovery of elongated visual receptive fields of cortical 
neurons, new evidence accrued that called into question rhe \iew that figures were 
composed by convergence of Euclidean features. For instance, in the laboratories of 
Stanford University the architecture of cortical dendntic fields examined by 
computer and cortical receptive fields that contained multiple bands of excitatoq 
and iniubitory areas are found. (Spinelli 8: Barret,1969; Spinelli, Pribram& 
Bridgeman, 1973) In Leningrad similar obsenations were made by Glezer (Glezer, 
IvanoffB: Tscherbach, 1973) u h o  remarked that these comcal neurons responded 
more I ~ k e  stripedness dedector-s. The critical report, holyever, has that of Pollen, 
Lee, and Taylor (197I), who interpreted similar findings to indicate that the 
cortical neurons were behaving as Fourier analyzers rather than as line dedectors. 

At the same time Campbell and Rabson (1968), initially on the basis of 
pqcophysical, and subsequently, on the basis of neurophysiological experiments, 
developed the thesis that vision operates harmonically much as does audtion 
except that the bisual system responds to spatial frequencies. Here I )+ant to 
introduce the critical cldference between Euclidian-based and Fourier-based 
harmonic approaches. 

i n e n  a harmonic analysis is taken as the approach, the elongated receptive field 
organization of cortical neurons suggest that neurons act as "strings" tuned to a 
limited bandwith frequencies. The ensemble of strings compose resonators or active 
filteis as in musical instruments. A century ago, Helmolrz proposed that sensory 
receptors are &n to a piano keyboard; that a spatially isomorphic relation is 
maintained between receptor and cortex as in the relation benveen keys and strings 
of a piano, but that each cortical "unit" responds to a limited bandividth of 
frequencies as do the strings attached to the piano's sounding board. From the 
operation of the total range of such units, rnagnficent sounds (in h e  case of the 
piano) and sights (by means of the \ism1 system) can become configured (Fi,gure 
1 ). 

The geometric and harmonic \.iews dLfler sigruficantly \ k i t h  respect to the 
composition of a percept. Inbin Rock (1953) described h s  Merence as follons: 

One confusion here may be nith the meaning of "feature". A feature could 
refer to an identf~able pan or unit that must first be extracted or detected, 
and then along ni th  other features assembled into an o~.erall panern. Or 
"feature" could refer ro an ident~fiable emergent characteristics of the form 
once it is acheved rather than as one of the pans that produces it. 

The details of the neuroph~sioIogica1 data show that features such as oriented 
lines, movement and color are best conceived as identLfiable emergent 
charecreristicsof form because they are already conjoined in the receptive field. 




